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A precise shelf life prediction helps to reduce food waste. Beside a loss in texture, the main quality aspect for filled chocolate products during storage is the development of fat bloom. For these products common tests are isothermal storage and storage with cycling temperature. However, the applicability of these tests compared to real storage conditions is difficult and shelf life estimation is vague. This is mainly caused by the different temperature dependencies of the two main effects for fat bloom formation in filled chocolates: migration and crystallization. While filling fat migration is always faster at higher temperatures, the crystallization of the fat on the surface, which becomes visible as fat bloom, might have different temperature optima.
Storage tests are often used and described in literature. However, comparing tests of different authors is difficult because products vary and detection of fat bloom and migration is performed in different ways. Often a trained panel or the determination of the whiteness index (WI) is used. However, the comparability of both possibilities is not given yet. Additionally most of the storage tests are performed to identify causes for fat bloom and therefore storage conditions are only a side product.
The difference between isothermal and cycling temperature storage should be identified by analyzing the crystal properties e.g. crystal form and amount of crystallized fat. Additionally fat bloom detection using WI and a customer panel should be combined.
We chose two products; milk and dark chocolate each filled with nougat, and compared isothermal and cycling temperature storage conditions. Pictures of the samples were taken and L*a*b* color space was measured. Afterwards the pictures were evaluated by a customer panel. Melting behavior, crystal amount and migration were detected using DSC and NMR.
Visual fat bloom evaluation by a trained panel compared to WI measurement correlated almost linearly. Higher isothermal and cycling storage temperatures lead to an earlier fat bloom formation but lower maximum values. Comparing cycled temperature storage between 18 °C and 26 °C to isothermal storage at 18 °C and 26 °C shows that cycling temperature leads to delayed fat bloom formation but reaches same maximum values.

